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REACTIVE ENERGY COMPENSATION ON CRANES AND REEFERS
IN CONTAINERS TERMINALS
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1. Introduction

The reactive energy compensation system
applied on special loads, have been a
constant deaf to the involved technician
people on which new project, and it was

not different on this project on containers
terminal in Santos Port (TECON-SANTOS).
Some of the difficulties are regardless the
duty cycle behavior, and the specification
of system that will be applied on reactive
energy compensation must consider a
regular operation avoiding problems to
the network, the capacitors by it selves
and the existing loads. The elementary
questions for those difficulties are:

• Duty-load cycle.
• Reactive energy consumption and

demand on the several duty cycles.
• THDI
• Harmonic resonance considering the

capacitors that will be applied on
energy reactive compensation on
existing network and loads.

• Harmonics currents circulation
between capacitors and network as

consequence of resonance
frequency.

• Response time of reactive
energy compensation
regardless load duty cycle.

• Transients behavior due
switching capacitor systems

• Compatibility to back up
generators system

The main factor to motivate the
company to apply this system was
the penalty due poor PF value on
the installation. According with
Brazilian laws the PF must be
higher than 92% checked on hour
by hour integration period. The
voltage regulation, loss reduction,
productivity increment, and other
benefits that have been got how
consequence of a good PF
correction system, were not
considered on the beginning of
process, at first analyses.
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Figure 2- Reefers

Figure 1- Cranes

2. Loads descriptions:

The loads that had been applied on Santos
Containers Terminal (TECON) on the time
of project (2002-2003) are:

• Cranes (or Portainers): which load
and unload the ships (see figure1)

• Refrigeration containers systems or
“reefers” (see figure 2)

• Lighting, TI Loads, data center, and
air conditioning on administrative
buildings

• Other loads (kitchen, etc)

The Crane (30-40 Tons)

Each unity is composed by 18 motors:
12x10 kW;4x12 kW;1x87 kW and 1x220
kW; developing the functions of
Translation, elevation and dissention of
arms. The loading movement is operated
by a cabin operator on the high place of
portainer. The motor drivers are quite
different between each and other and
have the characteristics:

Translation
12 AC induction motors feed by SCR
drivers (converters). The speed Re-feeds
applies voltage regulation system.

Car
The 04 DC motors with fixed shunt
field play with SCR converters on
the 04 squares of SCR Rectifier
Bridge.

Arms
The fix shunt motor (DC) has the
armature fed by a SCR converter.
The speed control is done by a
tachometer.

Elevation

This movement is the most
complex of the crane as most
complex of control and regulation.
The field control and armature
works on 04 squares. Maximum
tork and speed are present on this
movement.

The drivers SCR composed, has a
non linear current. In the
measurements showed on figures 3
and 4, it is possible to see the
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Figura 3- Duty load cycle

Figure 4 - cranes THDI -THDV

duty-cycle and the behavior during the

process.

It is important to note that when the load
“goes down” to the port the active energy
is negative and the reactive energy is
positive.

Reefers

The reefers are the refrigerators systems
that belongs to containers which transport
foods in general as others goods that is
necessary to be on low temperatures
(refrigerator or freezer) during the
transport and keeping process.

There are substations located on port to
feed these reefers that has control and
monitoring temperature
system. If the temperature goes out of
range, the refrigerated load is lost.

3. Energy supply to the loads

The utility company is CODESP who is the
local port administration.

The main source of utility company is an
hydro electric. This situation is a quite
different of a regular system of Brazil,
that has an interconnected big system
The energy is delivered in 11,4 kV. There
are a lot internal substation on the harbor

-cranes substations: 4,16 kV/440V
-Reefers substations: 11,4/440V
kV
-other loads: 11,4 kV/380-220V

The cranes are fed in 4,16 kV, each
one has a substation
(4,16kV/440V) on the machine
house (figure 5). The DC drivers
are fed in 440V and they are
moved along the harbor like trains.

4-Reactive energy compensation
solution

Due the load reactive energy
consumption it was necessary to
develop the job including
evaluation and research of

solutions. The first values showed
PF around 60%. (figure 15). The
measurements taken on load
typical duty cycle on crane and
reefers substations had confirmed
the expectative. (figures 3 e 7).
It was possible to see on cranes
the presence of 5th ,7th and other
typical harmonics of 6 pulse
converters. It was possible to
check also, the rapid load change.
It was then necessary to develop a
project of PF correction,
considering that a typical solution it
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Figura 5- Cranes Substation

Figura 6- Cranes Substation
External view

was not applicable due the load speed.
Another point of worry was the massive
volume of electronic and sensible loads
that was present on drivers. On the
reefers side, the situation was not so
hard, although a conventional solution

could be
applied, it
was applied Activar solution.

5. Energy reactive balance

The reactive energy compensation project
might consider the power factor view by
the utility company that must be higher
than 92% (mean value hour by hour).
The implementation of reactive energy
compensation project on each substation
would improve power quality on the
energy load supply and attend the utility
company premises.

6. Chosen solution

The chosen solution was the real
time energy reactive
compensation, while the system
was the unique complied with the
situation by the cranes part. On
the other hand the maintenance
manager chooses also Elspec
solution for reefers, considering
standard, prices and maintenance
premises. Historically the system
had been implemented in Brazil for
hospitals with 100% of
success.Around the world Elspec
system had been implemented in
trains system, elevators, industrial
loads, welding and other critical
loads.
The real time energy reactive
compensator is issued to inject
energy reactive on the main on the
same time which it is flowed to the
load. The response time is 16 ms.
The reactive energy is supplied by
capacitors associated with specific
inductors according with the
harmonics presence on the load (in
general detuned system). It was
possible to see an extreme
increase of voltage regulation and
decrease of voltage harmonic
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Figure 7- Reefers measurements Figura 8- 5th harmonic on cranes

Figure9- Reactive and voltage flutuation Figure 10- RTPFC Skatch

distortion (THDV).

The controller reads the load, main and
reactive injection (system) information,

taking decision, switching the ideal
capacitors groups each 16 ms, by static
switches, on a transient free operation.
The RS 485 output shows all information
about load, main and groups, including
the montlly energy consumption by
month (kWh) one each transformer, it
was so useful to billing process. The scan
system allow the groups changing on low
duty period, for regular capacitor life.
The figure 10, shows the skatch of real
time compensation solution.
It was specified for the cranes 4
compensators with 16 ms response time
and 12 compensators to reefers with 3
seconds.

Al systems are transient free and
was been applied on a reduced
time due a turn-key solution.

7-Others issues:

Considering the propose of
equipment, it was possible to check
na important characteristics related
with energy savings, and
productivity on process. The mains
reasons are:

• Electrical current reduction
due the new power factor
(almost 100%), with high
resolution (16 ms).

• Reduction on motor losses
and
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Figure 11– Measurements on crane start-up
on Equalizer installation

Figure 12- Measurements on reefers start-up

Figure13-Activar on refurbished substation

• transformers due the voltage

• new levels. It was not more
necessary to increase the voltage
adjustment on TAP to compensate
the sags.

• Increase on operation eficiency due
load and controls new PQ issues

• The apparent power (kVA) became
very similar of active power (kW)
kVA~kW, it was possible to connect
more loads on reefers system. The
voltage drop also had been reduced.

• The Voltage harmonic distortion was
reduced becaming better the IEEE
519 recommendations.

8.Results Abstract

The general results must be seen as:

a) New global power factor according the
regulations and no more penalties to
utility company.
b) Productivity increase due better
situation. The drives of load became on
better operation and reduced
maintenance.
c) Flicker reduced
d) The billing administration had been
increased, due the kWh meter.

e) Losses reduction and new
investments avoided due the
increase of load on the
transformers
The Figures 11 and 12 show the

measurements during start-up.

Figures 6, 3 and show the
equipments installed on substation
and machines houses
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Figure14-Equalizer on machines room

Figure15-Activar substation

Figure16 PF registers just before and just after the start-up

Figure 16 shows global PF measurement
just after the project been concluded.
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